We demonstrate the successful fabrication of large format (50 mm × 50 mm) gratings in monolithic silicon for use as high-efficiency grisms at infrared wavelengths. These devices are fabricated from thick (8-16 mm) oriented singlecrystal silicon substrates using microlithography and wet chemical etching techniques. Characteristics of these grisms include coarse grooves, high refractive index, precise control of the blaze angle and groove profile, and excellent groove surface quality. Measurements of the structure of the gratings confirm that the physical dimensions of the final devices closely match their design values. In infrared wavelength regions where silicon transmits well, the blaze control and high-index permit high-resolution, high-order dispersion in a compact space.
Introduction
Transmission gratings mounted on or fabricated on wedged substrates combine the dispersive action of a diffraction grating with the varying optical path length across the prism, and are therefore called grisms, or Carpenter prisms. Typically, grisms are inserted into a beam of collimated or nearly collimated optical or infrared light and used to disperse the light as it is transmitted through the device. The primary geometrical parameters are the grism wedge angle and the grating period ; these specify into which angles the various wavelengths and orders are diffracted. The grating equation applied to a grism in which the blaze angle is equal to the wedge angle is 
where m is the order in which the grating is used, λ is the vacuum wavelength, and n specifies the index of refraction of the grism material. The angle is the prism wedge angle, and and specify the angles of the incident and transmitted beams with respect to the normals at the entrance and grating (exit) faces of the prism (see Figure 1) . A beam that passes through without deflection satisfies = -, and Eq. 1 becomes mλ/ = n sin{ -sin -1 [(sin )/n]} + sin( -).
For grisms that are blazed such that the facets are parallel to the entrance face, the blaze wavelength condition occurs when = :
( 1) sin
and light at the blaze wavelength passes through the grism undeviated. For modest angle grisms ( < 40°) used in low order, reasoning from scalar electromagnetic theory predicts a maximum in the efficiency at wavelengths near λ blaze , although for larger a more rigorous treatment may be necessary. 1 The diffraction-limited resolving power for nearly normal incidence ( 0) is given by ( 1) tan
where D is the pupil diameter. For a given wavelength λ and resolving power R, D is inversely proportional to n -1. Thus, the size of the pupil (and that of the overall optical system) can be reduced by selecting grisms made from high index material rather than low index material. Equivalently, for a given D/λ ratio, the resolving power is increased by choosing a material with a high refractive index (see Table 1 ), or by going to larger grism angles. It is possible to relax the condition that the blaze facets be parallel to the entrance face, so that the wedge angle and the blaze angle are not necessary equal (see left panel of Fig. 1 ) and the undeviated beam is no longer on the blaze. This geometry can be used to reduce the projection of the beam upon the unused facets to minimize geometric shadowing losses (see Section 4) , but only at the cost of an increase in the overall thickness of the device.
The grating side of a grism is a periodic array of diffracting elements, and is usually formed by one of four methods: ruling, replication, diamond-machining or patterning/etching. For visible wavelengths, ruled gratings in glass or replica gratings in resin that can be mounted on prisms are commercially available. 2, 3 At longer wavelengths, however, optical transmission properties can limit the choice of material, as most resins become absorbing beyond about 3 µm. Also, the groove spacing of an infrared grating is typically larger than that for a visible light grating by about a factor of 3 to 10. This coarseness can preclude the selection of ruled grisms, as it is difficult to control the blaze when removing large amounts of substrate material. Diamondmachining techniques (Davies et al. 2003 , Kuzmenko 2006 ) can generate both intricate and coarse structures 4,5 on many substrates (including metals, Si, ZnSe, Ge, and many polymers) with very low surface roughness (~5 nm), but the surface may still possess long-wavelength machining defects such as cutting arcs and ripple. For large-area gratings, issues can arise with cutting tip wear, due to the serial way in which each groove is created. This serial process is relatively slow and therefore places demands on the thermal and mechanical stability during machining. An alternative fabrication method using lithography and anisotropic etching is, by contrast, a parallel method. These processes can produce coarser groove spacings with excellent blaze characteristics and surface quality. They are particularly suited for single-crystal materials in which the crystalline directions are maintained throughout the entire substrate. In this work we focus on near and mid-infrared applications using silicon (see Section 2).
In optical applications, grisms are often used as compact dispersers that do not appreciably deviate the direction of a collimated beam at the blaze wavelength. From Eq.
1 it can be shown that
This implies that small misorientations of the grism are not catastrophic. 6 For example, for a Si grism with n = 3.4, = 6.16°, and = 87 µm operating at m = 1, a device tilt of 1° in the dispersion axis leads to a deflection of the central blaze wavelength of less than 0.001°. It can also be shown from Eq. 1 that d /dλ is approximately constant with small changes in incidence angle . Since the transmitted light through a grism is not very sensitive to the angular orientation of the device, grisms may be mounted in filter wheels or similar inexpensive mechanisms that do not have extremely tight tolerances on the angular positioning.
Because the light rays pass through the grism undeviated or nearly so, downstream optics can support both imaging and spectroscopic modes, depending on whether the grisms are in the path of the beam or not. The work here demonstrates the fabrication of high quality silicon grisms with coarsely spaced grooves for near and mid-infrared spectroscopy applications (see Table   2 ). We discuss the choice of silicon as a suitable material, report on the techniques and methods used to fabricate the grisms, discuss factors that can limit their performance, and display finished devices that have high efficiency over large (2.5 cm and up) aperture diameters. As a direct consequence, the grisms exhibited here will provide a midinfrared camera on an airborne astronomical observatory with moderate resolution spectroscopy capabilities. Large, coarsely-ruled silicon grisms may be combined in cross-dispersed configurations to enable a new capability: moderate to high-resolution spectroscopy in the near-IR using all-transmissive optics. In a companion paper, 19 we discuss the production and evaluation of high quality silicon gratings as reflection devices used in immersion.
Silicon
Silicon is an important and useful optical material both because of its optical and mechanical properties and because process technologies have been developed for semiconductor VLSI electronics and MEMS applications. As shown in Fig. 2 , highpurity silicon transmits well from 1.2 to ~8 µm and from 20 to 27 µm. [20] [21] [22] [23] Between these regions, infrared lattice absorption is observed 24 and limits usable optical path lengths to a few mm or less. By using high-resistivity ( > 1000 ohm-cm) float-zone silicon, for which the absorption coefficient can be small (e.g. < 10 -2 cm -1 for λ between 1.2 and ~6 µm, 22, 23 and by insuring that the fabrication process neither creates excessive damage to the silicon lattice nor introduces impurities that can scatter light, the absorption losses can be kept at the few percent level. Except for particularly strong absorption near 16 µm, the lattice absorption can be reduced by lowering the temperature. Narrow and strong absorption features due to oxygen may occur near 9 µm and 19 µm. [25] [26] [27] For infrared applications from 1 to 40 µm, lower oxygen content reduces these absorptions (see Figure 2 ). Other absorption features occur to 40 µm. 28 The short wavelength cutoff occurs at a wavelength of approximately 1.1 to 1.2 µm 29, 30 at the silicon bandgap. At lower temperatures the cutoff moves slightly towards shorter wavelengths (~1.07 µm at 77 K). For silicon diffraction gratings that are fabricated using wet-etch processes to create the diffracting surfaces, a low oxygen content also reduces the facet roughness, 31, 32 although it is not clear that the surface roughness of the facets is the dominant scattering process. 33 The high index of refraction of silicon (n = 3.44 at λ = 2.5 µm at 295 K) 34 permits large dispersing power in a small device, as the resolving power in Eq. patterning permits the fabrication of precisely positioned and aligned {111} facets in the grating surface. 39 Control of the groove orientation is achieved by the underlying atomic structure. For single crystal silicon, the orientation of the grooves is essentially perfect.
The high etch anisotropy leads to groove profiles that are flat and smooth from the groove top to the valley (see Fig. 3 ).
Fabrication
Over the past decade, several groups have developed methods for fabricating diffraction gratings on silicon substrates. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] Substrates that are considerably thicker than standard semiconductor wafers require modifications to semiconductor processing methods. We have developed methods to produce gratings with asymmetric groove profiles (see Figure   3 ), a necessary step for the production of low-order grisms. 47 We have been successful in producing high-quality gratings on monolithic substrates, thus producing grisms designed for use between 5 and 38 µm (but suitable for use at 1.1-5 µm as well) that are complete (see Figure 4 ) except for commercial anti-reflection coating. Our fabrication methods are summarized in this section.
Our production starts from blanks of high-purity monocrystalline silicon. Silicon is commercially available as boules of various diameters (e.g. 100 mm, 150 mm, 200 mm) and resistivities. During wet-etch processes, crystal defects can produce pits and hillocks 50 that can scatter light in optical applications. Such issues, as well as the preference for low-oxygen content, have led us to select float-zone (FZ) material.
Knowledge of the crystal growth axis of commercial silicon boules is accurate to approximately 1°. In lithographic patterning alignment steps, this level of accuracy is insufficient to prevent dislocations from appearing during the chemical micromachining of long grooves. We therefore orient the boule by using x-ray diffractometry to locate the crystal directions to within 0.05°. A precision (110) flat is then ground on one side of the boule. This flat is perpendicular to the grating surface and to the groove facets (see Figure 1 ) and serves two purposes: it provides a stable platform upon which to mount the boule for subsequent cutting, and it serves as an alignment marker in later lithographic steps. The boule is then sliced into blanks of sufficient thickness (typically 10-20 mm) to contain the grisms and to guarantee their rigidity. The blaze angle is determined by bias-slicing the boule at the appropriate angle. For example, if the surface exposed by the slice is a (100) plane, a symmetric ( = 54.7º) grating will result (center panel of Figure   3 ), whereas rotating the boule around the 210 axis produces gratings with asymmetric groove profiles (top and bottom panels of To form a complete grism, the blank is cut into the desired prism shape. For the devices discussed in this paper, the entrance faces are formed parallel to the grating facets ( = ). These faces are optically polished to high flatness, with final surface figures less than ~1/20 of a wave rms at 632.8 nm. These devices are now complete (see center and bottom panels in Figure 4 ) except for anti-reflection coating on the entrance and grating of the prism.
Factors affecting grating performance
For applications such as infrared spectrographs, which demand high sensitivity to faint sources, overall efficiency is a primary consideration. As light passes through the grism substrate and is diffracted by the grating, it is subject to losses that can limit the ideal optical performance of the grating: index mismatch loss at the entrance and exit faces, geometric losses, absorption and scattering within the bulk, scattering at the surface, and various types of groove errors. 52 In this section we describe these potential sources of error and their possible effects on the grating performance. orientation. 47 Figure 6 shows that the choice of 70.53° is preferable, since in that case the areas lost to the unused facet and to the groove top partially coincide and therefore sustain less shadowing loss.
Scattering and absorption within the bulk silicon can also lower the optical throughput. To minimize these bulk effects, the optical path length through the material should be kept as short as possible. The optical path length difference across the beam is the product of the beam diameter and ntan . Some additional substrate thickness is required to prevent flexure. Processing silicon at elevated temperatures around 800-1000 °C appears to be beneficial in reducing the infrared activity of oxygen defects; 26 in our case, this processing is achieved incidentally during the deposition of the LPCVD nitride layer. Because the grism is a wedged device, differential bulk absorption/scattering occurs across the aperture. The linearly varying path length through the wedge results in an intensity that tapers exponentially across the grating and slightly broadens the point spread function in the direction of the taper, thus reducing the contrast in the sidelobe pattern. As illustrated in Figure 7 , these effects are negligible.
Light can be scattered from imperfections at the grating surface. Some of these defects are randomly distributed, such as point defects and surface roughness. Leftover silicon nitride and other debris on the surface (see bottom panel of Figure 5 ) can also contribute to scattering. To assess the surface condition of the gratings on nanometer length scales, we use atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 8 shows an AFM scan of a 5 µm × 5 µm portion of a groove facet of grism with = 6.16º and = 25 µm (G2, see Table 2 ). As shown, the grooves are smooth: the surface roughness is less than 2 nm rms and the groove facet is free from hillocks and etch pit formations. 50, 53 Even if the grooves themselves are smooth ( Figure 8 ) and flat (Figure 3) , the overall grating performance can be degraded by any errors in the groove orientations and locations.
Orientation errors are unlikely since the groove facets are aligned with the underlying silicon lattice, which is monocrystalline. Piston-type groove errors due to variations in groove placement may originate from noise sources associated with lithography. Jog defects-abrupt changes in displacement within a single groove-most likely arise from irregularities in the width of the nitride lines that are patterned by the plasma etch. If these jog displacements are large compared with the wavelength, they lead to inter-order power in the blaze. To eliminate such defects, we modified the plasma etcher to homogenize the electric field and plasma density, resulting in jog defect densities below 10 cm -2 and areal fractions under 0.1%.
Assuming that the groove position errors are Gaussian and uncorrelated, the grism optical path error is = (n -1) rms (6) where rms measures the rms "piston" error distribution of the grooves along the optical path. The errors degrade the peak efficiency in the following Strehl expression:
where 0 is the maximum possible efficiency. To maintain at least 80% of the incident power in a diffraction-limited spike, Eq. 7 implies that in silicon (n = 3.4), the rms error tolerance rms must be no more than λ/32, where is the vacuum wavelength of the incident beam. If the silicon grating is used as a front surface reflective device in Littrow, the corresponding expression to Eq. 6 for the optical path errors is o = 2 rms and the corresponding 80% criterion is similar: rms < λ/27. Measured along the grating 
Performance Measurements
To establish the extent to which the various sources of error could affect the optical performance, we evaluate our fabricated silicon grisms by a combination of methods, including atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), surface profilometry, and visible and near-infrared optical measurements taken in reflection and transmission. The information gained is fed back into the development to improve the yield and the quality of the finished gratings. 54 Many groove error sources have been eliminated and those that remain are very small. In this section we will demonstrate the excellent optical performance of our fabricated grisms and discuss what the results imply for the geometric, bulk, surface, and groove errors loss mechanisms discussed above.
The geometrical profile of the grooves across the surface is very good. From AFM and SEM scans, we know that the groove facets are smooth (Figures 3 and 8 ).
Using surface profilometry and SEM micrographs of etch undercut, we measure valley angles of 72.12º, with the profilometry measurement uncertainty being 0.05º. This value is close to the ideal value of cos -1 (1/3) = 70.53° formed by the intersection of adjacent {111} families of crystal planes. The difference in angle results from the finite anisotropy ratio of the etch rates in the 111 and 100 crystal directions which leads to a global tilt of the grating facets. Although finite, the anisotropy ratio is large (~60) and nearly constant, leading to groove facets that are smooth, flat, and parallel to each other.
If the anisotropy is known in advance, one should account for the tilt at the orientation step in the processing. Absolute control of the blaze angle is particularly important at low orders for properly setting the blaze wavelength, as can be seen from Eq. 3.
Uniformity of the blaze across the grating is important for any optical application.
To evaluate the transmission performance of these grisms, we illuminate them with a collimated beam of = 1523 nm laser light and then focus the diffracted beams onto an InGaAs focal plane array. The beam diameter is limited to 10 mm by our test equipment. By suitable choices of the camera focal ratio, we can obtain a point spread function (PSF) by measuring the shape of a single diffraction order (Figure 9 ), or we can estimate the device throughput by imaging a series of adjacent orders ( Figure 10 ). Figure   9 shows the normalized one-dimensional PSF of grism G3 ( = 32.6°, = 87 µm, and = 6.0 µm, see Table 2 ). As shown, the shape and width of the diffraction spots are virtually identical to those obtained for a flat mirror and agree with the theoretical curve for a circular aperture, verifying diffraction-limited performance over the beam aperture. The measured full width of the profile corresponds to a resolving power of 10 4 . Before normalizing the PSFs, the peak value of the grism PSF is ~25% of that measured for the mirror. Figure 10 shows transmission spectra for grisms G3, G4, and G5. These data were obtained using the same beam (10 mm diameter, = 1523 nm) as for Figure 9 , but the camera optics are faster and the field-of-view correspondingly greater. Each of the spectra in Figure 10 consists of a series of orders, because the laser wavelength is not on the blaze for these grisms. Between orders, no ghosts are visible in Fig. 10 , and in high signal-to-noise measurements, we have verified their absence down to a level of <10 -3 of the brightest order. 19 By summing up the power in the series of orders, we measure the efficiencies listed in Table 3 . The raw efficiency raw is simply the ratio of power in the observed diffraction orders to the power incident on the entrance face, and should be nearly equal to the efficiency on the blaze. Since the grisms are not yet equipped with anti-reflection coatings, the raw transmission cannot exceed the value permitted by index mismatch (49%).
The groove efficiency groove corrects the measured efficiency raw for all effects related to the grism geometry and the optical application, but not for effects arising from any groove positioning or blaze imperfections. It assesses the quality of the grooves alone. For the values of groove in Table 3 , we normalize raw by factors that account for the geometric loss (see Fig. 6 ), and for the dielectric mismatch between the uncoated silicon and air. It is also possible to account for the diffracted power in peaks that are not directly imaged. 19 For the three devices in Table 3 , we estimate the magnitude of this factor at 1-2%, but do not include it explicitly, leading to conservative values for groove .
As the groove efficiencies are nearly 100% of the theoretical maximums permitted by geometric and index mismatch limitations, this indicates that the grisms are of excellent optical quality.
This picture is strengthened by external reflection measurements using light at = 543.5 nm, 632.8 nm, and 1523 nm. In Figure 11 we show reflection spectra taken using a collimated 25 mm beam from a green HeNe laser with λ = 543.5 nm. Since this wavelength is not on the blaze for any of the grisms shown, the incident beam is diffracted into multiple orders. As before, no diffraction ghosts are visible between the orders. By summing up the power in the series of orders, we can obtain an estimate of the on-blaze efficiency. For the three spectra in Figure 10 , these reflection efficiencies range from 70 to 90% of the theoretical maximum permitted by geometry (see Figure 5) and the silicon refractive index. The relative reflection efficiencies are close to the relative transmission efficiencies, indicating that reflection tests in the visible may be used as surrogate measurements to assess the quality of the grating without requiring a transmission measurement in the infrared. This is reasonable since the two measurements have comparable effective wavelengths and place roughly the same demands on the phase accuracy of the grating surface.
From the raw efficiency it is possible to obtain an estimate of the throughput of the grisms by assuming that they are outfitted with suitable anti-reflection coatings. We have assumed anti-reflection coatings with single-pass transmission equal to 95%, and computed the corresponding end-to-end throughput T = raw (0.95) 2 /[4n/(n + 1) 2 ] 2 at = 1.523 µm for grisms G3, G4, and G5. The results are listed in the final column of Table   3 . Since grism G3 is intended to be used at moderate to high orders (m = 14 at = 8.0 µm to m = 23 at = 4.9 µm), T should be a reasonable estimate of the device throughput at the blaze wavelength. Somewhat higher throughput values are expected for grisms G4
and G5 because their geometric losses will be approximately one-third of that for G3. To estimate the throughput accurately for G4 and G5 at their blaze wavelengths requires a detailed electromagnetic calculation, since these devices are designed for use in low orders. We have not done that in this paper.
Reflection measurements also provide the (external) surface error plot shown in Figure 12 . The surface plot is obtained using a Zygo interferometer by illuminating the grating in Littrow using collimated red HeNe light. As shown, the surface deviations are correlated into structures with spatial wavelengths approaching 10 mm or more.
However, these deviations are small and the overall surface figure ( rms < 10 -2 waves rms at 632.8 nm) is excellent. Clearly, we can expect excellent performance of these grisms at their application wavelengths ( = 1 to 40 µm).
Applications
The silicon grisms whose performance is described in Section 5 were designed to equip FORCAST, a cryogenic mid-infrared (5-40 µm) camera operating at liquid helium temperatures (4 K) with medium resolution spectroscopic capability 56, 57 for use on NASA's airborne observatory. 58 All four of the gratings have been fabricated successfully and demonstrate optical performance at a level at which we can expect diffraction-limited performance over the 22 mm collimated beam of the instrument.
Three of the four grating blanks have been successfully shaped into grisms, while the fourth is in the process of being shaped. To finish these devices requires the application of suitable broadband antireflection (BBAR) coatings to the entrance and grating faces of each grism. This is challenging for the mid-infrared bands (17.1-28.1 µm and 28.6-37.4 µm) where the choice of available coating materials is limited and some development work is necessary. Initial development is encouraging and a suitable BBAR coating has been developed for the 4.9-8.1 µm wavelength range. This coating can be applied to Si grating facets with good uniformity, is mechanically robust, can survive multiple rapid thermal cycles between 300 K and 77 K, and raises the single-interface transmission from ~70% to better than 92% over this region. 53 Grism G5 ( = 6.16º, = 87 µm, right grism in center panel of Figure 4 ) is uncoated, but has been installed into FORCAST to assess its performance 59 in a cryogenic environment. An early atmospheric spectrum obtained with this grism is shown in Figure 13 . Line fits to some of the deep absorption lines between 19 and 27 µm yield a resolution λ/ λ 150, limited by the slit. This verifies that the grism resolution is at least as great as this value.
These large, coarsely-ruled silicon grisms can be combined in cross-dispersed configurations to provide moderate resolution spectroscopy in the near-IR using alltransmissive optics. For example, the cross-dispersed configuration (G3 × G2) in FORCAST, provides a resolving power of R = 1200 with a coverage from 4.9 to 8.1 µm in a single exposure.
These grisms are developed in conjunction with silicon immersion gratings, 19 which require deeply blazed gratings and consequently thicker blanks. The optical tolerances on the groove placement are more stringent in the case of immersion gratings, and we have developed methods that are compatible with production of both immersion and transmission devices. As a benefit, the optical performance for the grisms shown here exceeds what is required for applications. In the middle image, the polished entrance face of the grism on the right (grating area 51 mm × 50 mm) is seen reflected in the ruled surface of the grism on the left (grating area 51 mm × 57 mm). In the bottom image, the corresponding area is 37 mm × 32 mm. Only commercially-available anti-reflection coatings are needed to complete the wedged grisms. From top to bottom, these four gratings are G2, G5 and G4, and G3 as listed in Table  2 . Table 2 ). Hybrid grisms are formed by fabricating the grating on a thin substrate and then attaching it to a thicker prism substrate (e.g. resin on BK-7). Table 2 . Summary of design parameters for silicon grism devices shown in this paper. See Figure 1 for the definitions of the various dimensions. Table 3 . Efficiencies for the three grisms whose transmission spectra are shown in Figure 10 . The raw efficiency raw measures the ratio of transmitted to incident light at = 1523 nm. The groove efficiency groove corrects for expected Fresnel (the grisms are uncoated) and geometric (see Figures 1 and 6 ) losses and reflects the overall quality of the fabricated gratings. The values greater than 100% are consistent with groove efficiencies ~100% in the transmission mode (our estimated systematic errors were 10-15%). Another measurement of the groove efficiency is obtained using reflected light at = 543.5 nm (Figure 11 ), similarly corrected for Fresnel and geometric losses. The last column is the expected transmission throughput at = 1523 nm inferred from raw at 1523 nm, assuming that both the entrance and grating faces of the grism have been coated with an antireflection coating whose singlepass reflectivity is 5%.
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